Pure Electric Car
Our electric roadster is 100% electric powered – no gas necessary! Electric cars produces no tailpipe emissions. Eliminating local pollution helps reduce the cause of serious health problems like asthma and lung disease.

Daily Range
Depending on the battery option selected, the single charge commuting range of the roadster is up to 200 miles, and the daily range is up to 325 miles. Actual range depends on driving habits, cruising speed, the terrain, and temperature.

Carrying Capacity
Our full sized electric commuter is designed to comfortably carry a driver and two passengers; plus has plenty of room for cargo in the spacious trunk.

Chassis Engineered for Safety
Our ground-up design and tubular steel construction gives us a lightweight and strong chassis with racecar like passenger protection. The low center of gravity provides a smooth and stable ride, even under adverse weather conditions.

Top Speed
Our high performance electric roadster has a top speed of over 70 MPH and can accelerate from 0 to 60 in about 10 seconds.

Suspension
- Dual A arm Suspension
- Coil Over Shocks
- 2 rear 250 Pound Springs
- 2 front 150 Pound Spring

Transmission
Two speed, clutch-less Transaxle, with electrical reverse. On demand, regenerative braking.

Price
The MSRP of our electric roadster is $24,950 (US). While a stereo system, heater, and defroster are standard, air conditioning and certain high capacity battery combinations are optional.

(All specifications are subject to change without notice.)